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Popular The Revenant (2015) is a film directed by Alejandro González Iñárritu and
starring Leonardo DiCaprio and Tom Hardy. The film is based on the real life story
of the man who was famous American fur trapper Hugh Glass. Harvey Atkinâ€™s
screenplay takes place during the winter of 1823 andÂ . The Revenant (2015) is a
film directed by Alejandro González Iñárritu and starring Leonardo DiCaprio and
Tom Hardy. The film is based on the real life story of the man who was famous

American fur trapper Hugh Glass. Harvey Atkinâ€™s screenplay takes place
during the winter of 1823 andÂ . This is what is wrong with the world: that while

the actual lives of most people have changed little in thousands of years, cultural
sensibilities can change radically in a single generation. This is particularly true of
the novelÂ .Q: How to check if a Java class is in the classpath? I want to check if a
java class is inside the classpath. I'm currently using this solution: String classpath

= System.getenv("CLASSPATH"); Path clazPath =
Paths.get(classpath).resolve(filePath); Path requiredClasspath =

Paths.get(filePath).resolve( "com/foo/bar/MainClass.class"); if
(clazPath.equals(requiredClasspath)) { System.out.println("Class found in

classpath"); } else { System.out.println("Class NOT found in classpath"); } Is there
a nicer solution? EDIT: I think I find the answer! ClassLoader loader =

ClassLoader.getSystemClassLoader(); URL[] urls = loader.getURLs(); for (URL url :
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A: The result of your request could be
something like this: { "query": { "filtered": {
"query": { "multi_match" : { "query" : "Your
search string", "type" : "most_fields" } } } },
"highlight": { "fields": { "*": {} } } } but the

exact result depends on your exact query
string. EDIT: This seems to be a bit more

complicated. Just because you want to extract
only the movie's name, the best way is to use
a Custom Query. (as you can see I have used
movies and movie_name as a simple text field

in my query). This field can then be used to
query all your movies and extract their titles

and their names. { "query": { "custom_query":
{ "query": { "multi_match": { "query": "Your

search string", "type": "most_fields" } },
"highlight": { "fields": [ "title", "movie_name",
"description" ] } } }, "highlight": { "fields": [
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"*" ] } } This does not matter much if you are
querying the most_fields only once (if you do
not have a lot of data) or if you do not search

for every single document for every single
query. But it
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